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Abstract 

Here in this paper, an attempt has been made to compare and contrast Bagdwal 

theatre, fundamentally a ritual theatre existing in its pure traditional form in certain regions of 

Uttarakhand, India with famous German Dramatist Bertolt Brecht’s theories and practices. 

Brechtian Concept of ‘Epic Theatre’ presents not only the realistic world of ‘happening’ but 

also the world to be imagined and consistently moralized through intellection, comes closer 

to the ‘ethos’ and ‘mythos’ of Uttarakhand’s traditional theatre. Here also without any 

intention to re-present the scenes straight from life, seeking ‘Willing suspension of disbelief’, 

a distinguished world of myths and reality is presented to the audience. Bagdwal is enacted in 

‘the Arena’ which is often the place with a flat open area in the middle. 
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Bagdwal Theatre: Bagdwali (Bagdwal Theatre), for a variety of reasons, seems to be the 

oldest and the most appropriate myth of Garhwal that presents before us the true image and 

rhythm of the feudal life of the times. The myth is re-enacted every year as an agro-pastoral 

ritual consisting of Pooja (worship), dance, drama, song and sport in hundreds of villages. It 

appears to be the most popular one.1 

 Here goes the story of ‘Bagdwal theatre’ in the words of D.R. Purohit, Long, long 

ago, there lived a great chieftain Ashaw Panwar. To him was born Kashaw Panwar 

and to Kashaw Panwar, Jay Dev Panwar. Jay Dev had a son Jagdev Panwar, who was 

succeeded by his son Gareeba Panwar. Finally, Jeetu Panwar and his two brothers and 

a sister were born to Gareeba. For many generations the clan lived at Bamsu 

Maikhanda in Chamoli district, then in Dhara Nagari, and finally in ‘Bagoori’ (Tehri) 

and ‘Malari’ (Chamoli). Jeetu grew up a man of immeasurable physical and magical 

strength, unbridled erotic fancies, and intransigent drives. He challenged the mightiest 

of the princes and subdued them; he engaged many a tantrik and defeated them. When 

the king came to know of his powers, he was imprisoned and brought to the king. But 

‘Jeetu’ with the help of his magic spirits made the King and the Queen sit up and 

dance the whole night. So impressed was the King that he awarded the title of 

‘Kamin’ to Jeetu, and gave him blessings to move freely all over the King’s state. 

Jeetu was made the chieftain of the state called ‘Bagoori’. Having ruled the ‘Bagoori’ 

successfully for a long time, ‘Jeetu’ suddenly began to rule his people callously. He 

extracted marriage tax from the maids, milk gifts from sterile cows, flour tax from 

long ruined water mills, and irrigation tax from the holdings which never had 
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irrigation. Some mysterious thing had happened to Jeetu. He got lost in his own 

romantic fancies and failed even to manage his own land. 

 Then came the rainy season-the season of ‘paddy plantation’. Sobhanu, the younger 

brother of‘Jeetu was sent to the Brahmin for fixing the auspicious date and the 

auspicious hand to beginning the plantation. The auspicious day was found the 6th of 

‘Ashad’ and the auspicious hand would be Sobhani’s, the younger sister of ‘Jeetu’ 

married into the Ramolas living in the high mountains of Ramoli near Khaintakhal 

peak. Jeetu’s mother Sumera proposed that ‘Sobhanu’ should go and fetch Sobhani. 

But Jeetu was more anxious to go, because it was a god-sent opportunity for his as his 

Saali (Sister-in-Law) Bharana’s village lay on the way. Bharana and Jeetu’s love had 

by now become a mad passion. His mother dissuaded him from going as she knew 

that Jeetu would play on his flute amidst the ‘Rhododendron’ forests. Jeetu’s father 

had done the same and was carried away by the mountain fairies, body and soul. But 

who could stop Jeetu from going! He asked for his royal turban, his jingling scepter 

and massive axe, and for his royal robe. Everything done, he proceeded. To stop his 

journey, some evil omens happened; the lotion prepared for washing his clothes was 

spoiled, a spotted goat of the family (Tila) sneezed vehementally. And yet Jeetu 

would not stop. His wife Patoorya who knew that Jeetu insisted upon going because 

he was pining for his tryst with Bharana, dissuaded him from going, ridiculed him and 

cursed him. But still he would not stir. 

 

 The ill-fated journey started. Through scorching valleys, steep slopes of pine and oak 

forests, he ultimately landed at ‘Khaintakhal’, a vantageous saddle surrounded by 

flooding blossom of rhododendron flowers. The spring was at its full bloom, each o 

fits breaths intoxicating. Jeetu sat there for respite and more so for having his fill of the 
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vernal beauty. Romantic soul as he was, he took out his two fold flute, and started 

piping forth maddening melodies. The intention was also to give signal of his presence 

to his beloved sister-in-law Bharana living in the yonder village. But instead, the high 

mountain fairies were lured by the enchanting melody. No son of gods or man had 

hitherto dared play music on this sacred saddle. Rushing all together, the nine 

‘Aachhari’ sisters (fairies) and twelve ‘Bharaadi’ sisters (Mountain Goddesses) found 

that lusty young man was piping the music. They were enamored of his youthful 

charms and wanted to make him their eternal companion by carrying him along with 

them, body and soul. They gripped him from all around. Some stuck to his eyes, others 

to his lips; still others to different parts of his body, and the youngest and most 

beautiful Kaunsala sat upon his heart. Jeetu felt eerie. He implored them to spare his 

life as he was on a pious mission to inviting his sister Sobhani to his ‘paddy 

plantation’. When they would not pity him, he put forth a condition, a promise, that 

they could take his life on the day of paddy plantation in full view of his kiths and 

kens. He also invoked the help of his family goddess Bhawani and his Bagoori 

Bhairava. Ultimately, the prayer was granted and the fairies spared his life on the 

promise made by him. 

 

 Bereft of the hope of life, Jeetu’s gloomy steps lumbered towards his sister-in-law’s 

village. The lovers met. Bharana complained of the pangs and miseries of love, Jeetu 

raved on the sacrifices he had made for her love. But Jeetu was in a different state of 

mind. He told Bharana in vague words, Bharana, my dear love, the vernal foliage of 

the rhododendrons shall return with the season. Myriads of flowers will blossom again 

in these valleys and mountains. I alone am doubtful whether we will have this tryst 
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again.’  Death looming large before his eyes, Jeetu trod on to his sister’s village and 

fetched her to his princely estate ‘Bagoori’. 

 

 The day of ‘paddy plantation’ arrived. Auspicious music of dhol, damaun and trumpets 

was played’ songs were sung. The subjects and family members reached the paddy 

fields, dozens of oxen pairs were yoked for harrowing. And then came the moment 

when Jeetu had to ride the harrower. Hope of life prompted him to play guile. He 

exchanged his royal robes with his assistant and friend Molu Kamin, a man born of 

low stock. The fairies came in a whirl, like the multitude of winter pigeons, like the 

storm of locusts. They searched for Jeetu and quickly unmasked the guile. Molu 

Kamin was dubbed by them as a man stinking of lower birth. They challenged Jeetu, 

‘If you are a true Kshatriya, come out and keep your promise, if you are a low caste, a 

detestable breed, you can not’. Goaded with pride, Jeetu came out and held the handle 

of the harrower. Taking one furrow forward and another backward, he was lifted away, 

body and soul. Also, every other living creature present there, including Sobhani, 

Jeetu’s mother, his brother-in-law Madan Mitra, other queens, Molu Kamin, the 

subjects, and the pair of oxen were taken away by the fairies.  

 

 After the catastrophe, Jeetu’s younger brother Sohanu who was away with his herds up 

in the pastures, had an intuition of the tragedy and came rushing to the sight. He wept 

and wept bitterly over the tragic fate of his family.2  

 

 ‘Bagdwal’ is fundamentally a ritual theatre which exists in its pure traditional form. 

This theatre has in-built characteristics of ruling out any kind of empathy (Bertolt Brecht was 

against any kind of empathy) on the part of the actors as well as the audiences.  The play is 
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enacted in ‘the Arena’ which is often the place with a flat open area in the middle. Rajendra 

Prasad describes the performing place, “Not only does the courtyard of a house fixed for the 

ritual make up the arena but the entire setting of the village and the back-drop of mountains 

and the smooth flowing rivulets beneath it form the back-drop of the performance.”3 The 

audiences sit around the performing place to their respective comforts. The people of the 

village where the theatre under-study is being held, the people of adjoining villages and the 

migrated ones of the village as well make it a point to be present in this ritual theatre 

performance.  During enactment of the play, audiences are often seen asking the well-being 

of each other as most of them meet after a long duration of time coming from far-flung 

places. Most of the women are observed to be making preparation for the forthcoming winter 

season, performing two activities simultaneously-enjoying the enactment and weaving the 

sweaters for their near and dear ones. Audiences are free to smoke at their will whenever they 

get the opportunity. In addition to that, the camera makes them conscious about their own 

presence when it focuses them at the time of Video shooting.. So there is no question of 

‘empathy’ or ‘hypnotic tension’ except for a short period of time.  Audiences watch the 

performances in the way what Brecht regarded to be ‘detached’ way of observation. 

The narrative of ‘Bagdwal’ is sung by professional and traditional drummers called 

‘Aujis’ or ‘Dhamis’. The parts of the protagonists like ‘Jeetu’, ‘Bharana’, ‘Patoorya’, 

‘Sumera’, ‘Sobhani’ except ‘Molu Kamin’ are played by upper caste amateur artists of the 

village who dance to the tune of  ‘Aujis’ belonging to lower caste. ‘Auji’ plays a pivotal role 

in the enactment of the play right from ‘the introduction’ of the characters up to ‘paddy 

plantation’. In this theatre, the narrative is sung by the drummers and mimed by the oracles of 

the main characters. The mode of presentation is the mimetic dance which runs parallel to the 

beats of drums and rhythms of song presented by the ‘Auji’. In his own style of singing in 
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haunting melodies, the narrator ‘Auji’ introduces various episodes of the play. ‘Auji’ is often 

seen interacting with the dance performers as well. 

Bertolt Brecht often insisted that the use of gestures should appear as a finished and 

rehearsed one. The final impression should be that of complete ease and mastery over the 

technique. He thought that special elegance, power and grace of gesture bring A-effect. An 

objective assessment of Bagdwal theatre reveals that it is a disjointed series of ‘empathy’ and 

‘alienation’ one following upon another. The Bagdwal actor, most of the time, is completely 

dependent on gesture and mime because he has to enact his part as narrated by ‘Auji’. The 

bagdwal theatre’s actor is capable of creating alienation through his acting despite the fact 

that there is no formal training for him. The actors learn their art through the gradual process 

of learning or being influenced by something. Rajendra Prasad writes, ‘Everything is learnt 

through ‘osmosis’. Each performance serves as rehearsal for the subsequent performance. 

The low start with the invocation by drummers leads to the possession of the spirits. Circular 

dances make further warm-up for the actual theatrical performance.’4 Yet the gestures of 

actors appear to be finished and rehearsed one. There is a lot of scope on the part of the actors 

to improvise their performances and even innovate but this they do within the frame-work set 

by ‘Auji’. The ultimate effect of this process is that the audiences, right from the beginning, 

are quite aware that they are watching the play being enacted by the actors. As a result, there 

is no illusion of reality what Brecht desired for. 

In the opinion of Brecht, the performance should completely omit spontaneity as 

prevalent in realistic theatre as if the action on the stage is happening for the first time. The 

structure of the epic text is essentially episodic, ‘each scene for itself’. The same can be 

applied to ‘Bagdwal theatre’. In ‘Bagdwal’ theatre, the story is enacted in four episodes--1. 

‘Jeetu’s encounter with fairies’, 2. ‘His feud with Buderas’, 3. ‘Tilanga Episode’ and 4. ‘The 

last day when Bagdwals are doomed’. The rest of the story is narrated through ballads by the 
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‘Auji’ and the dramatis personae involved in the play perform what they are directed to do. 

Episode of ‘Jeetu’s encounter with fairies’ and the most  elaborately enacted episode-‘The 

last day when Bagdwals are doomed’ are very important and always performed one after 

another while two remaining episodes-‘Jeetu’s feud with Buderas’ and ‘Tilanga Episode’ can 

be enacted anywhere before the last episode. Each episode of this theatre is complete in itself. 

In this way, each episode of Bagdwal theatre stands for itself as Brecht suggests.  Even if, 

‘Jeetu’s feud with Buderas, or ‘Tilanga episode’ is left, there will not be any big difference to 

the main story-line. This is what Brecht wanted. The kind of the spontaneity mentioned by 

Brecht is not possible in this theatre as it is absolutely ‘episodic’ in character where each 

episode is performed after intervals. Besides that, for instance, when the actor playing ‘Jeetu’ 

is delivering his dialogues, ‘Bharana’, standing in a particular dance-choreography, can 

sometimes be seen being busy talking with the audience. So there is no question of 

‘spontaneity’ at all. Apart from that, the performance of actors through gestures, body 

postures and facial expression is capable enough to dispel even the slightest possibility of 

spontaneity. 

Brecht was of the view that the actor should check the complete transformation of 

himself into the character. At the same time, his portrayal of the character should have full 

substance of a human gesture. As far as the ‘Bagdwal’ theatre is concerned, the complete 

transformation of the Bagdwal actors into their respective characters is rare possibility. But 

we cannot deny the transformation completely.  Schechner says, ‘In fact, transformation is 

the heart of theatre, and there appear to be only two fundamental kinds of theatrical 

transformation: (1). the displacement of anti-social, injurious, disruptive behavior by 

ritualized gesture and display, and, (2) the invention of characters who act out fictional events 

or real events fictionalized by virtue of their being acted out…’5 Rajendra Prasad explains 

that transformation in Bagdwal theatre moves at two planes-- One, the performers coming 
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into trance or theatrical transformation of being; another, the whole social situation being 

transformed as a result of the ritual. The disruptive and anti-social behavior presents in the 

feud with Buderas, clash with Tilangas, and irrationally callous treatment to his subjects by 

‘Jeetu’. The protagonists invented by the mythopoeic script-writer play out the conflict and 

things are made whole. At the level of performance there is, he quotes Schechner, ‘a 

dialectical-dyadic continuum linking efficacy to entertainment--both are present in all 

performances, but in each performance one or the other is dominant’.6 He further writes that 

at the time of Jeetu’s first encounter with the fairies, with the building up of the rhythm, he 

comes into trance. Before parting from his mother and brother, Jeetu and other characters are 

in incomplete transformation. However, in this tryst the level of transformation almost 

touches the highest point of aesthetic transformation because the situation presents the 

conflict of requited love and imminent death which is also the crux of Garhwal folk 

philosophy--moments of happiness are always evanescent.7   In fact, the actors do come 

across the state of being in trance but only for a short while.  

The narration by ‘Auji’ itself stops the characters from getting form the actors 

transformed into their characters completely. Most of the time, the actors have to follow the 

instructions given by ‘Auji’. They have to show their actions by their body positions, gestures 

and mimes barring any possibility of complete transformation. As this is ‘Arena theatre’, the 

actors are fully visible even before they make their dramatic entrance to the particular scene 

of action. In addition to that, they are also in the position to observe the ongoing enactment. 

They are quiet aware what is being enacted beforehand because there is no curtain to hide 

anything. All things, including the audiences, are fully visible. This provides them the 

opportunity to be attentive throughout the enactment. The narration, settings, and acting, all 

form a single unified language of communication which has no trace of realism. Barring 1-2 

minutes when the actors are in trance or rather say perceiving divine, spiritual bliss, they are 
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quiet aware how to portray their characters, showing full gesture of human substance. 

Thereafter, they become conscious of themselves and their surroundings and begin to follow 

the senior performers. 

‘Brechtian theatre’ longs for the suggestive and essentially non-realistic design in the 

set pieces while the ‘Bagdwal theatre’ is a traditional ritualistic theatre enacted in the found 

space with no specific set-designs. In one of Brecht’s dramas, a room was created in one 

corner of the stage. By the division of the stage, rest of the stage was used as another 

location, a road or valley etc. Rajendra Prasad writes that without many materials, props, the 

space is transformed into a hallowed place with the help of rituals. Being a found space, the 

performers are free to use doors, rooms, cornices, and porches of the houses, in the 

immediate surrounding as different space in Jeetu’s Bagoori palace, so does the audience for 

occupying vantage points to view the drama.8 Brecht tried to discard any kind of illusion of 

reality with the proper arrangement of set pieces. He deliberately showed musical instruments 

and other technical apparatus on stage. He wanted to attack on the very root of creating 

‘atmosphere’ and ‘empathy’ in the mind of the audience. In Bagdwal theatre fully visible 

musical instruments like Dhol, Damaun, trumpets, bells, conches and production elements 

like costumes; scenic designs etc. stop any opportunity of ‘empathy’.  

Brecht longed for the realistic costumes and properties in contrast to suggestive 

fragmentary sets which alienated the character yet helped to make it credible. He wrote, ‘The 

costumes and properties in Epic theatre should be worked out in great detail. The costume 

should show the individuality and social class.9  So, in Epic theatre, the costumes are paid a 

great attention and made to the last detail, not only to depict the emotional state but primarily 

to underline and inform about the social class. In Bagdwal theatre, the costumes of the 

characters are made of requisite material to express their emotional as well as social status. 

That is why, the costumes of Molu Kamin who belongs to the lower caste and who is a 
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subordinate to Jeetu is completely different from other characters belonging to upper caste 

enjoying better social status and position. The significance of the costumes is reflected by the 

speech delivered by Jeetu to his mother, when he is preparing to go to fetch his married sister,  

‘Give me my clock, white and pure, like the 

Waters of Ganga, 

My coiled turban, full-throated flute, 

Give me my dear mother: O, give me, 

My royal scepter and massy axe.’10  

The props in epic theatre are real but carefully selected and artistically made. Also 

they are designed to emphasize the physical attitudes of the character.11 While in the theatre 

under-study mostly the props are ritualistic, conventional and even realistic or they are shown 

through gestures or sometimes just verbally mentioned. Basically, the Bagdwal theatre uses 

the props to tell the story and, therefore, they are frankly theatrical. 

 In Bagdwal theatre, Audience-performer interaction also helps in dispelling any kind 

of ‘empathy’, ‘illusion of reality’, ‘hypnotic tension’, and ‘the manner of attachment’. Rather, 

the interaction and involvement of the audience provides to both audience and performers the 

opportunity to observe the enactment in more detached, alienated and critical manner. 

Rajendra Prasad writes that audience-performer interaction tends to become participatory in 

‘Bagdwal Theatre’. In the two episodes, ‘Budera’ and ‘Tilangas’, the audience interacts 

actively with the performers. They respond to the ridiculous situation by laughing, clapping, 

and cutting jokes. In the remaining two episodes, it is very difficult to distinguish the 

audience from the performers. The episodes are rather propitiatory rituals which are 

performed to secure the well-being of the society, but not without their efficacy tending to 

become entertainment because of the artistic and musical devices it used for transformation. 

However, a thin distance is always visible between the performers in their special costumes 
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and the audience without costumes. This audience without costume automatically functions 

as the villagers of ‘Bagoori’ gathering upon the sight of  ‘paddy plantation’.12 He further 

writes that in the final episode the interaction goes even deeper. Every performer interacts 

with every other performer with the poetic dialogues and sometimes prose dialogues. There is 

a short comic interlude when Molu Kamin appears with the pair of oxen. The audience asks 

him humorous questions about the mettle and the price of oxen. Suddenly, one of the oxen 

sleeps down causing a hilarious response from the audience.13 

 Music plays very significant role in both of the theatres. Being a ritual theatre 

rendered in the form of dance, drama and ballad, Bagdwal theatre is entirely dependent on the 

vocal music capability of ‘Auji’. Brechtian theatre demanded a kind of the theatre which was 

capable to set forth the text. Eisler, the famous music director of Brechtian theatre, 

emphasized the word in music. Since words generate reasons and logic in the mind of the 

spectator. That is why; he employed vocal music in his composition. In Bagdwal thatre too, 

music holds paramount position as the performers have to enact their parts according to the 

vocal music of the ‘Auji’ to the accompaniment of Dhol, Damau and other musical 

instruments. In this way, the musicians help in setting forth the story. The ‘Auji’ uses an 

emotional yet detached voice to narrate the story. So naturally, he turns out to be the reporter 

of the incident. Brecht had to employ various verbal methods, such as rhymeless verse with 

irregular rhythm, heightened prose and metered poetry to differentiate between prose and 

poetry dialogues and create alienation. In Bagdwal theatre, all these things are already 

inherent. Rajendra Prasad writes that the series of dances which are accompanied by loud 

drums and loud songs are punctuated by a silent and haunting melody of the narrator. Pin-

drop silence prevails and the narrator sings untill he takes forward the action to a point of 

crisis where the drums and music burst out suddenly and the dance starts. The best example 
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of this modulation is Jeetu’s playing on his flute at Khaintakhal when like a tempest the 

fairies are followed by a prophetic silence in his interaction with his sister-in-law.14  

So, the music helps in bringing luminosity to the action and the spoken word to the 

actor. The singer not only reports the incidence but also sings to brighten up the actions of the 

actor as well as the dancer. 
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